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Abstract

We deal with conditional probability in the sense of de Finetti and with T -conditional possibility (with T a triangular norm). We
prove that Dubois and Prade conditional possibility is a particular min-conditional possibility and then we compare the two notions
of conditioning by an inferential point of view. Moreover, we study T -conditional possibilities as functions of the conditioning
event, putting in evidence analogies and differences with conditional probabilities. This allows to characterize likelihood functions
(and their aggregations) consistent either with a T -conditional possibility or a conditional probability. This analysis highlights many
syntactical coincidences. Nevertheless the main difference is a weak form of monotonicity, which arises only in the possibilistic
case.
© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In classical Bayesian analysis the inference process is based on a joint probability distribution f (E,ω), in order to
make inferences about an unknown state of nature ω belonging to a set L of states upon observing the evidence E.
The joint probability distribution f (E,ω) is built from a likelihood function f (E|ω) and a suitable prior distribution
ϕ(ω). In this framework, a requirement is that both prior probability ϕ(·) and likelihood function f (E|·) are “precise”
and completely assessed on the set L of states of nature, L = {ω}.

This constraint can be too strong to use this model on real problems: in fact sometimes the available information is
related to different sets L and L ′ = {ψ} (i.e. one has f (E|ω) and ϕ(ψ)) or comes from multiple expert assessors or
even from a previous inferential procedure.

For example, often the random vector X related to the states of nature ω is not entirely of interest, so a parame-
terization X = (Θ,Γ ) (i.e. ω = (θ, γ )) is selected for simplifying the analysis on the vector of interest Θ . Then, for
example, starting from f (E|θ, γ ) and ϕ(θ) the nuisance parameter γ needs to be “eliminated” from f (E|θ, γ ).
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In these situations we could be forced to manage (Bayesian-like) inferential procedures where prior information
ϕ(·) and likelihood f (E|·) could be expressed by different uncertainty frameworks. This topic has been already faced,
e.g., in [22,25,42,46], in particular the likelihood function has been studied in possibility framework, see [24,25].

In this paper we deal with a theoretical framework for handling inference processes in which the available infor-
mation is expressed in probabilistic and possibilistic terms (for analogous issues see [4,16,17,23,25,37,39,45,48,49]).

This need can arise from the following problems:

• The likelihood f and the prior ϕ are given on the same partition L = {(θ, γ )}. If γ is a nuisance parameter, then
the aim is to “eliminate the nuisance parameter γ ”, that means to find an aggregated likelihood function on the
coarser partition L ′ = {(θ)} (see, e.g., [5]).

• The available information consists of a probabilistic likelihood f (E|Hi) with Hi ranging in a partition L and
a possibility distribution ϕ on L , which can be obtained as upper envelope of a class of probabilities (see, e.g.,
[3,13,16,21,28,38]) or as translation of a human perception or a fuzzy information (see for instance [12,45,47]):
we are interested in evaluating the uncertainty on the events of the form Hi |E.

• Given a likelihood f (E|·) assessed on a partition L1 and a probability or possibility distribution ϕ on a coarser
partition L2, in order to evaluate the uncertainty on the events Kh|E, with Kh ranging in L2, we need to compute
the aggregated likelihood g(E|Kh) by considering all (and only) the given information.

• Given a possibility distribution on a partition L1 and a class of probabilistic likelihood functions fj (Ej |Hi)

with Hi ∈ L1 and Ej ranging in another partition L2, we are interested in computing a generalized information
measure [33] of the partition L obtained as conjunction of the two partitions L1, L2. The possibility distribution
on L1 can be derived, for instance, through the maximum specificity principle, as a transformation of a univariate
probability distribution (see, e.g., [30,35,36]), that gives rise to the more informative possibility dominating the
probability measure. This is relevant not just for mathematical ease but also to recognize systematic and random
errors in measurements.

The question is: how can these situations be managed by maintaining coherence inside either probability or possi-
bility theory?

For this aim we focus on the likelihood function, regarded as a function or assessment on a class of conditional
events {E|Hi}, with E an arbitrary event and {Hi} a finite partition L of the sure event Ω . Then, we need to study
the aggregated likelihood function, which is a function defined on the conditional events {E|K}, with K belonging to
the set H of finite disjunctions of the Hi ’s. Concerning this point, in [24] it is shown that the aggregated likelihood
obtained according to the maximum likelihood principle is maxitive as possibility measures.

Now first of all we are interested in studying when a probabilistic likelihood has the same properties of a pos-
sibilistic one from a syntactical point of view. Then, by referring to coherent T -conditional possibility assessments
(introduced in [19,29]) and their particular extensions, we study in which way we can extend both a possibilistic and
a probabilistic likelihood function to the events of a partition less fine than that in which it is defined.

Since conditioning in possibility theory is deeply debated (see, e.g., [20,26], see also [23] for a state of the art
of possibility theory), we compare Dubois and Prade’s approach [25,26] (in the following called DP-conditioning)
with the approach of T -conditional possibility. In particular, we prove that DP-conditional possibilities are particular
min-conditional possibilities and we introduce the notion of coherence also for DP-conditioning. Then we show that
coherent DP-conditional possibility assessments, as well as coherent T -conditional possibility assessments (with T a
continuous t-norm), are extendable to any new conditional event. However, the set of possible extensions in the case of
min-conditional possibility is a closed interval, while in the case of DP-conditioning the set is not necessarily convex
(it could be the union of a possibly degenerate interval and the point 1), see Example 2.

Then we consider T -conditional possibilities (where T is again a continuous triangular norm) and we show the
role of Goodman–Nguyen’s relation [32], which generalizes the implication between events to conditional events:
T -conditional possibility, as well as conditional probability, is monotone with respect to Goodman–Nguyen’s impli-
cation.

Our aim is to give a thorough comparison of probabilistic and possibilistic (aggregated) likelihood functions.
Concerning the likelihood function on a partition L , we find that, from a syntactical point of view, any possibilistic
likelihood is also a probabilistic likelihood, and vice versa. Similar results are obtained by checking coherence of a
likelihood together with either a probabilistic or a possibilistic prior. This property continues to hold when we consider
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